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CLO’E FLOIRAT
ARRRGH! SHOW OFF CRITICAL DRAWINGS
ONE DAY EXHIBITION
ATOPOS Contemporary Visual Culture informs you about the ‘finissage’ of the ‘ARRRGH!
Monstres de Mode’ exhibition at la Gaîté lyrique, Paris. On that occasion, ATOPOS CVC,
in collaboration with La Gaîté lyrique, present the ‘SHOW-OFF’ one-day exhibition
with a series of ‘Critical Drawings’ from the ATOPOS CVC Collection that have been
especially created by ‘artist-critic’ Clo’e Floirat for the ‘ARRRGH!’ exhibition. Clo’e
Floirat’s ‘Critical Drawings’ will be presented on Saturday April 06th 2013, from 16:00
until 19:00 at La Gaîté lyrique’s Foyer Historique. The same day, ATOPOS CVC will
launch its latest publication from the SLAVES TO ATOPOS zines series titled ‘SLAVES
TO ATOPOS | ISSUE TEN’ with artworks and texts by Clo’e Floirat. The artist will be
present during the launch and available for signing the zines.
Disguised behind Craig Green’s monsters, conceived for the visual identity of the
exhibition, Clo’e Floirat has ‘teased’ ATOPOS CVC‘s work in a series of drawings,
merging both words and images to create what she calls ‘Drawing Crit’’, as a uniquely
nibbed criticism.
Clo’e parasite newspapers, events or exhibitions to extract her own vision from
what she observes, using the drawing and the words as a tool to comment, report and
criticize on current events and daily news. Clo’e‘s Critical Drawings can be sarcastic,
speculative, supportive or pensive; still they remain open to interpretations and
invite for creative thinking maintaining a field of possibilities. The drawing is not
an end but an intermediary to urge for more thoughts and opinions, to foster our
individual ‘esprit critique’.
Clo’e Floirat is a French art critic and artist: ‘artist-critic’. She began her
rigorous training in New York, fleetingly leaving France to then attend the design
academies of Reims and Eindhoven, Netherlands. Following those six years, suffering
an ‘overdose of objects,’ she changed direction with several ‘exploratory’ periods
of discovery, traveling to Ethiopia, Mongolia and the Middle East, as well as across
America on the trail of the elusive vestiges of land art. This led her to Berlin,
working with architects specializing in art spaces for another five years. From working
with Robert Wilson as well as Rufus Wainwright in New York for several years, her
interests have recently culminated in her graduation from the new MA in Critical
Writing in Art and Design at the Royal College of Art, London. Mixing and blending
different disciplines and formats, she investigates ‘Critical Drawing’ alongside
‘Critical Writing’ merging both into what she calls ‘Drawing Crit’ Writing’.
Located in the heart of Paris, La Gaîté lyrique first introduced to the Parisian
public in March 2011 and has established itself ever since as one of the most
alternative meeting points between arts and audience. Through its activities and
exhibitions, this avant-garde space explores all forms of digital culture, as well
as the relation between arts and new technologies. La Gaîté lyrique adopts an interdisciplinary approach to all these creative fields, helping to foster connections and
relationships between them.
Founded in 2003 by Stamos Fafalios and Vassilis Zidianakis, ATOPOS CVC is a nonprofit cultural organization based in Athens aiming to implement innovative projects of
contemporary visual culture, with particular emphasis on the human figure and costume.
cloefloirat.com / gaite-lyrique.net / atopos.gr
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